Bloodhound Composite Seat Optimisation
Introduction
The cockpit of the bloodhound land speed record attempt car houses a bespoke driver’s seat.
The seat is of composite sandwich construction comprising carbon composite facing skins with
two types of core, aluminium honeycomb and foam. The internal profile is moulded to the drivers
shape with provision made for the drivers hand operation of the levers, this is the reason for the
large cutaway sections either side. Optistruct is used to structurally optimise the carbon-fibre
laminate. Seat strength loadcases set by the worldwide motorsport governing body, the FIA, are
used as a basis for this study but for this particular application as guideline only. These tests
comprise of rigid loading pads applied independently in the sideward and rearward directions via
hydraulic rams.

Seat CAD model with driver position
The draping tool, new to Hypermesh 13.0, is used in conjunction with the normal Optistruct three
phase composite optimisation method of Freesize, Size and Shuffle.
Phase I

Free-sizing is used to generate design concepts, while considering global responses and
optional manufacturing constraints.
Phase II Sizing, with ply-based modelling, is performed to control the thickness of each ply
bundle, while considering all design responses.
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Phase III Stacking is applied to determine the detailed stacking sequence, while considering all
behavioural responses, manufacturing constraints and various ply book rules.
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Design loads
The FIA loadcases apply loads to the seat in the i) lateral, and ii) rearward direction to ensure that
the seat and seat brackets are strong enough to sustain impact loads without excessive
deformation. The test loads shall be applied using hydraulic rams. The apparatus shall provide a
rigid base for attachment of the seat brackets and a rigid reaction surface for hydraulic rams. The
loads are applied simultaneously at each position for each of the tests. The Bloodhound seat isn’t
subject to a physical test but is justified by FE calculation with a safety factor of 2.
One further loadcase is considered with the driver experiencing 9g forward impact case load,
which is applied on the lower section of the seat forward face. This is considered worst case as
in reality the seat belts, anchored to the monocoque, will take the majority of this loading.
The FIA documents show the head restraint integral with the seat. On the Bloodhound car the
head restraint doesn’t form part of the seat and is separate. Therefore, the analysis omits the
applied loadings in relation to the head.

Y

X

X

Location of applied loading, SIDE -Y (left), REAR +X (centre), FWD -X (right)
Test

Loadcase description

Fx (+ve Rearwards)

Fy (+ve RHS)

1

Sideward @ head pad
@ shoulder pad
@ pelvis pad

-

(omit)
-11 kN
-14 kN

2

Rearward @ head pad
@ shoulder pad
@ pelvis pad

(omit)
14 kN
14 kN

-

3

Forward

-8 kN

-

Force of driver @ 9g

Summary of loadcases
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FEM
The FE model is constructed with a combination of shell elements representing the outer facing
skins and solid elements for the different types of core. The composite facings form the basis of
this optimisation study, they




use Optistruct ply-based method with combination of PCOMPP, STACK and PLY cards
have the shell element normal pointing inwards
are modelled to outer skin line with Z0 entry equal to zero on PCOMPP card

In summary the FE model assembly comprises the following constituent parts.
ID

Description

Colour key

Material

Element type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CFRP seat outer skin
CFRP seat mounting brackets
Solid insert above side strap cutout
Aluminium honeycomb core
Foam core
Resin in monolithic regions
Fasteners - seat to brackets
Adhesive - brackets to monocoque

Green
Turquoise
Yellow
Blue
Brown
Grey
Not shown
Not shown

T700/MTC400-1
T700/MTC400-1
T700/MTC400-1
Aluminium HC 1/8 5056 8.1
Rohacell 200WF
MTC400-1
Steel
3M-9323

CQUAD
CQUAD
CHEX
CHEX
CTETRA
CHEX
CBAR/RBE2
CHEX

Summary of parts, all elements are first order
Surfaces are extracted from the solid geometry model and meshed with provision for the applied
rigid loading pads. These are not shown on the plot but are modelled using RBE2 type rigid
elements. The model nodes are constrained at the interface of adhesive to monocoque in
translational directions DOF123.

5

3

1

6
4

2

Seat FEM mesh, CFRP (left), exploded plot of cores (right), general element dim. 5mm
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Process
Using ‘Drape Estimator’
Apply draping to PLY cards using ‘Drape Estimator’ option. The Drape Estimator is an entirely new
tool to derive ply angle deviation and thickness variation due to draping. The example plots below
illustrate the effect of ply draping on the material direction. In this case, where there’s highly
curved geometry, it has a significant effect. It’s most apparent in the region circled red where a
full 90 difference in direction is seen.

0

Illustration of the 0 ply outer skin without draping (top), using ‘Drape Estimator’ (bottom)

0

Illustration of the 0 ply outer skin without draping (top), using ‘Drape Estimator’ (bottom)
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FREESIZE phase 1, DSIZE card
As a minimum laminate, three ‘all-over’ plies (0, 45, 0) are assumed for both inner and outer
facing skins and treated as non-designable constant layers. Two further plies on the outer facing
(45, 0) are assumed on the seat upper half based on some initial analysis and engineering
judgement. The upper half of the seat has designable uni-directional plies in 0, 45, 90 and 45 for both inner and outer facing skins.

All-over ply

Top half ply

0

0

Inner facing skin

All-over ply

Top half ply

0

Outer facing skin
Generate 2 ply shapes per orientation *
Symmetry about the Y centreline plane
Non-design woven fabric ply thickness set
Equal thickness of 45 plies
Stacking sequence neutralised
Set PLY cards designable thicknesses **
Mass response
Displacement response
Objective to minimize mass
Set constraints on relevant response

OUTPUT,FSTOSZ,YES,2
DSIZE -> PATRN
DSIZE -> PLYTHK
DSIZE -> BALANCE
STACK -> SMEAR
PLY -> T
DRESP1 -> MASS
DRESP1 -> DISP
DESOBJ
DCONSTR

* Default is 4 ply shapes per orientation
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0

** Material thickness is only subtracted and not thickened, therefore enter an over-thick ply
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SIZE phase 2, DCOMP card
File produced from the FREESIZE phase is imported 'filename_sizing.XX.fem'. XX denotes the last
iteration.
The freesize stage generates new PLY cards with new shapes and thicknesses. The shape is
evaluated and some interpretation is required to tidy it up to a sensible shape. Below shows the
90 ply shape from the freesize to the edited version ready for the next stage of the optimisation.

90 ply shape from FREESIZE phase (left), Edited 90 ply shape for SIZE phase (right)
Generate shuffle file
Rename DCOMP cards
Symmetry about the Y centreline plane
Stacking sequence neutralised
Set PLY cards manufacturing thicknesses
Set upperbound values to thickness multiple *
Mass response
Displacement response
Failure index response
Objective to minimize mass
Set constraints on relevant response

OUTPUT,FSTOSH,YES
SIZE1, SIZE2 etc
DCOMP -> PATRN
STACK -> SMEAR
TMANUF
DESVAR/autoply
DRESP1 -> MASS
DRESP1 -> DISP
DRESP1 -> CFAILURE
DESOBJ
DCONSTR

* The upper-bound ply thickness is increased, but this time in the DESVAR/autoply entry. The
generated value is rounded up to the actual ply thickness then doubled as a reasonable estimated
upper bound.
Re-apply draping to newly generated PLY cards.
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SHUFFLE phase 3, DSHUFFLE card
File produced from the SIZE phase is imported 'filename_shuffling.XX.fem'.
The PLY cards now have thicknesses based on real cured ply thickness values. This next run
determines the optimal stacking sequence of these layers whilst adhering to any new
manufacturing constraints that may be applied. For this study a maximum number of successive
plies is specified.
Generate shuffle file
Maximum number of successive plies
Stacking sequence active

OUTPUT,FSTOSH,YES
DSHUFFLE -> MAXSUCC
STACK -> TOTAL

ANALYSIS phase 4
Import 'filename_shuffling.XX.fem' file from SHUFFLE phase (with ply stacking optimisation)
Import 'filename_shuffling.XX.fem' file from SIZE phase (w/o ply stacking optimisation)
The laminate is now ready for analysis as a final check that all the requirements have been
satisfied. The bulk data file produced from the shuffle phase can be used with the addition of
defining the static loadcase outputs and, at job submission, using -optskip to ignore any
optimisation cards.
Define the static outputs required
Ignore optimisation cards when submitting job

GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST
-optskip

FI=0.54
FI=0.45
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Laminate failure index plots
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